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Bliss is a natural state

Bliss is not a thing, it is a state of being.
Like lost keys, you are searching for
bliss in the same way you look for
physical items. But you are not to
blame, how are you supposed to know
di erent when the very foundation of
society is rooted only in the physical.
Whether it is science or religion, we are
bombarded by materialist views in all
sectors of life. With an exception to
children who still have a sense of
wonder, adults never get a glimpse of
life. The clue is in children’s innocence
that allows them to explore reality in its
entirety.  They have no preconceived
ideas about what things should be. So if
you are asking where your bliss is, the
finger points to your childhood.

How is bliss related to
childhood

That is where the conditioning began. In
your purity as a child, you knew nothing
of conditions until society started
showing you the navigation map. On
one hand this is done with the best of
intentions  as we need to learn to live
safely in society. But on the other, the
conditions set become the invisible
prison within which you cannot break
out. A blissful nature can only be
nurtured within an environment of self
l o v e a n d freedom. If you are living
according to other people’s conditions,
you can never discover your own bliss.

Bliss is a natural state of being we are all born with.
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I am not asking you to ride a time
machine back to your childhood. I am
simply opening up a possibility for you
to explore how it may be possible to
gain more bliss in your life. Recently,
this exploration has taken di erent
forms such as, the Law of Attraction,
yoga, nutrition, meditation…… But you
know the void that you feel when you
jump on short lived trends. These
trends live you feeling more empty than
they found you. But this is unavoidable,
because hidden in the very nature of the
way we search; is misery. Bliss is an
inner(energy) phenomenon so we
cannot use outside methods to search
the inner. You can twist your body one
hundred times but as long as you are
not willing to follow the energy ow of
the movements, you will stay on the
periphery. This is what has happened to
new age yoga practices. Your physical
body looks good and healthy on the
outside but what about your energy
body?

So how do you turn on inward bliss?

Meditation is a way inwards.

Once you have understood the science
(energy) behind the physical realm, you
are one step away to the inner. From a
Western point of view, one needs to
scienti cally measure results before
they believe. From an Eastern point of
view, you just have to trust.  The
disparity between trust and believe (in
measurements) is what causes spiritual
poverty in the West hence the constant
misery. Because bliss can only be
achieved on the inner, you have to learn
to trust. Although meditation is one of
the best methods to search the inner, its
evolution in many di erent techniques
has to be taken into account. To achieve
inner bliss, meditation has to become a
way of life. Unfortunately, there is
nothing to support an independent way
of life in many of the techniques on the
market.

Bliss is a natural state of being we are all born with.
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I therefore recommend that before you
buy into any technique, check if it allows
you independence? What does this
mean? Ask yourself these questions: Am
I able to use this technique in situations
such as the middle of a boardroom
meeting, driving, cooking, screaming at
my kids etcetera. Always remember that
meditation is a way of life, just like
breathing. This means that you should
be able to meditate anywhere. In other
words, you have to be independent of
any one in any given technique. Your
bliss or lack of it is  unique to you and
therefore no one can explore your inner
creative vortex. If you understand this,
you have understood that reality is
created from inside and therefore it has
to be changed from inside. Bliss and all
other states of being can only be
created inside. Don’t let anybody tell
you any different!

Bliss is a natural state of being we are all born with.
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In the innocence of a child, the world
opens a window to existential truth.

Innocence is bliss

In innocence children are down trodden
by pretentious adults who eventually
dissolve their purity to fit the status quo.
Born with all existential abilities, a child
only needs guidance on how to live here
not indoctrination. But with the love,
care, patience of parents and family
comes a toxic mix of all their greed,
jealous, desires… to feed the innocence
of the child. Not my fault is every
parents answer but if you are honest
enough you will see how you have been
causing harm to the child. How? One
may ask.

Living your unful lled dreams in the
innocence of the child is a common
mistake almost every parent makes.
Those college degrees you never
acquired come to haunt your child in a
constant nightmare even Halloween
night can’t begin to mimic. The
professional ladder you never climbed
will become the unrelenting vision the
parent projects into the child’s eyes.
Fight as they may children’s innocence
almost renders them powerless against
the forces that perceive themselves to
be the givers of wisdom.

Imprison the mind and take the
innocence

In the innocence of a child, the world opens a window to existential truth.
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institutionalizing innocence is another
way we have managed to change the
face of a child. Flinging babies and
toddlers in building that look like
prisons begins the child’s mindset. It is
this mindset that is to grow into youth
and eventually adulthood. Why then do
we expect di erent results from a
moving train that has been fed with
cha ? Looking closely at those who
escaped the indoctrination, one can
only image the unful lled potential of
others. For example, If Einstein’s parents
insisted on him staying in the dry ugly
history classes he resented with a
passion, would we have had the honour
of his genius? All children are born
geniuses, what happens to them is
repugnant!

What can we do?

Being a parent myself, my ngers type
with despair. Deep within me is a
screaming voice that says just uproot
them from everything. Having read
widely, I know that the education system
doesn’t even come close to education. It
prepares the child to acquire a slave
mentality. For example, why is
Newtonian physics not taught alongside
Einstein’s physics. Wasn’t some of
Einstein’s work discrediting or
improving upon some of Newton’s? Why
isn’t innocence given all the knowledge
for it to decipher the conclusions? It is
clear that even the Physics commonly
used today in Tesla’s work isn’t in school
curriculums. So what are our kids
learning?

Meditation leads to innocence!

In the innocence of a child, the world opens a window to existential truth.
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Having learnt that the workings of our
society are against innocence, I have
stepped back to let my children tell me
what they want to learn. How they want
to live, not how I envisioned them living.
They eat when they are hungry and they
sleep when they are tired. Naturally

, this means that there is less con ict in
the house; I am not constantly imposing
myself on them. Unfortunately I still
haven’t gured a way out of the
education system but I let them read
widely. Hopefully that will keep the seed
of innocence alive to give them the
spring-board to discover themselves.
I came to this understanding not by my
mind but through meditation. I advise
every parent or career to take on
meditation as it gives you a fresh
perspective. Because meditation is
essentially dropping the mind, your
conditioning starts dropping (or at least
you gain clarity) and hence you yourself
gain your innocence back. You start
seeing the world with fresh eyes. Come
on in!

In the innocence of a child, the world opens a window to existential truth.
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Innocence and experience have the
potential to create your balance.

What innocence seeks in experience

Innocence and experience have always
been on the balancing scales of duality.
But what can you learn from either of
them? In a baby’s eyes you can
understand the nature of reality. Their
clarity always begs for a second look.
Transforming you in that moment. But
do you ever explore this clarity? What
happens when experience built in the
loins of conditioning takes a hammer at
innocence? Do you ever question the
purpose of your conditioning?

Innocence is like a virgin forest creeping
with fresh undergrowth. Until trodden
on, it stays young and fresh by nature’s
hand. You were once like this virgin
forest. But the ways of society had to
take over for your very existence. This is
where conditioning takes hold. Even if
you had to be schooled in the ways of
society, you did not have to become
them. Instead of using the text book for
your own survival, you have used it
against yourself. With your innocence
eroded in the paths of conditioning, you
have lost the wonder and awe of life.
How can you explore your existence
without the tool kit to do so?

Experience
You are told experience comes with age,
but is this true? Doesn’t come with
understanding? In the world where jobs
are awarded to those who have given
their time in exchange of their skills;
experience comes with time. But in the
world of compassion and love,
experience comes with understanding.
A childlike innocence grants you the gift
of compassion and love, and therefore
understanding. This is what experience
is all about.

Innocence and experience have the potential to create your balance.
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Innocence and experience have the
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In conclusion, balance is needed
between the two, you may never grow in
experience if your innocence is not
trained in the ways of love. Only a man
of understanding can lead a balanced
life. It is time you found your balance.

Want to learn
more about
meditation?
The trail to your bliss lies in the
hidden innocence. Become
more meditative and you will
gain it back

Learn more

Innocence and experience have the potential to create your balance.
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